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SEWANEK 'RAH.
Two Victories Out ol Three-Univepsity of Virginia Game
O to 30.
A fair average gives the attendance at Richmond as 700. Many
ladies were in the grand stand and
on the bleachers, and by far the
greater number of them were wearing the pronounced colors of the U.
of V., orange and dark blue. A few—
very few—wore the royal purple of
Sewanee which the color-blind reporter of the Richmond Dispatch
called "modest blue." The "varsity" students were in the majority
in the crowd, covered with colors.
They were giving big odds on the
result of the contest before the
game, and boasting of their invincible team, but only before the game
this was.
When the U. of V. team trotted
by the grand stand twenty strong in
their tigerish suits of orange and
dark blue stripes they certainly
looked invincible. Their average
weight was about 173 pounds, and
they were received on the gro ands
by frantic applause from their fellow
students. When Sewanee trotted
past the grand stand theirs was
quite a different reception. Our
team never looked so little as when
face to face with the U. of V. team,
still, our men looked athletic and
determined, and a number of sympathizers rapidly formed itself into
a Sewanee crowd and gave our yells.
The teams lined up about 3
o'clock, U. of V^ having the ball.
They formed one of their famous
V's, and prepared to plow through
our line for a ten-yards' gain, but
our men hit it in a lump, and when
the teams lined up the referee called
out no game. After a few scrimages
Virginia lost the ball on four downs
to Sewanee. Cleveland took the
ball around the end for thirty yards,
Shepherd bucked the center for a
gain, then Zorn took the ball around
the end and dropped it. (No comment.) Virginia forced us back a
few yards, then lost the ball on four
downs. Sewanee advances it dangerously near our goal line, when
Hawkins emerges from the crowd
with a Virginian or two hanging to
him, and trots the ball across the
line for a touch down; the referee
calls him back, claiming that the
ball was called down before he took
it. Sewanee was inclined to kick
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over this decision, but at this stage
of the game it looked as though we
would make half a dozen touch
downs or so, and we did not consider the point worth kicking over.
After thirty minutes of actual play
the ball was still in Virginia's territory, and near our goal, so near
that to save herself, Virginia punted
the ball. It was a beautiful, long
punt, and carried the ball to our
twenty-yard line. Here the short
rushes of both sides became fast
and furious, each side losing the ball
to the other on four downs. When
the referee called out four more
minutes to play, Thomas, Virginia's
captain, became tragic, waved his
hat and cried: "Now for the honor
of old Virginia, boys," and Virginia, gaining from a yard to two yards
each rush, came slowly but irresistibly toward our goal. Sewanee
fought in a desperate way, and
made Virginia work very hard, but
just before time was up on the first
half Virginia pushed the ball across
the line and kicked the goal, giving
them six to our nothing.

smaller, but their sympathy was all
one way—against us. Mr. Cobb
was umpire of the game, Mr.
Swett referee. Mr. Swett had
s. hard time of it, for cries of
"kill him," "hang him," etc., were
common in the crowd on his decisions, and we must say that Mr.
Ssvett's decisions in every case were
made according to his honest convictions, which is more than Mr.
Gobb can say, as he acknowledged
after the game. Aside from the
umpire, the game was a disagreeable
one, for Washington and Lee's idea
of football is very different from
ours, for constant pushing and
"nagging" characterized their play
o:a the line-ups. That our method
is the better we think was demonstrated by the score 22 to 16 in our
favor, for in other respects the teams
were nearly equal.

WASHINGTON AND LEE GAME

22 TO 16.
The Washington and Lee game
was quite a different affair. The
teams were about the same average
weight, and both were equally confident of victory. The crowd was

the rest of the game without any
special exertion of any kind. The
only play which needs mention was
Cleveland criss-cross for a touchdown from the center of the field.
Knoxville considered the game a
victory for them, so the teams went
off the ground cheering for each
other and swearing mutual vengeance against Vanderbilt.
Altogether, the trip was a great
success. We lost only one game,
and that to the strongest team in
the South.
The management of Mr. Wilder
will go down to posterity as "sumptuous." Everybody did his duty,
and some more than did it. Cleveland played all three games, and
very hard. Each game needs special
thanks. Our record so far is four
victories out of five games, scoring
108 points to our opponents' 50.

The Washington and Lse grounds
EXPLANATION.
were most extraordinary, hilly and
In justice to ourselves and the
hard, and from one twenty-yard line
publishers
alike we make the folto the goal was a declivity of about
lowing
explanation
as to the cause
a foot and a quarter in ten feet, so
of
the
delay
in
the
appearance
of the
all that was necessary for a team
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many places, owing to the kind attention the players had shown each
other in the scrimages. The second
half Sewanee had the downhill
side of the field in the long grass,
which grass was so treacherous for
running on that players would slip
as if on ice, and tumble down when
nobody was near them. This half
consisted in short rushes, with an
occasional run, nearly all in favor
of Virginia. Virginia's weight was
a considerable factor in this half,
for all that was necessary for them
to do to gain a yard or two was to
pile their weight against us and fall
down hill. Virginia made four
touch-downs in this half. All of
them were made by hard work, so
while 30 to 0 was the score, yet it
was evident to everybody that it was
no walk-over, but a hard-fought,
creditable game. Thanks to Mr.
Swett, our team work was very
good, and was the only thing that
kept the game from being a "snap"
for Virginia.
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second issue of the TIMES :

The publishers made special arrangements with the superintendent of the mail for mailing the paper
at second-class rates, standing for
same until our application could be
entered at Washington.
After perfecting these arrangements the publishers sent the papers out Tuesday evening in plenty
time for the mail and without consulting the superintendent some one
in the postoffice threw them aside
and they were returned to the publishers the next day, held for postage.
Such consummate negligence seems
unsurpassed, but the inefficiency of
the mails is becoming the general
complaint.
We sincerely thank our patrons
for the patience and indulgence
which they have shown, and assure
them that with the present arrange. KNOXVILLE GAME 1 0 TO 0.
rangements they need not appre:
Our team, weary and bruised, hend any delays in the future.
lined up in the rain and mud against
—The young ladies' cooking club
% fresh team which had been laying
entertained in a royal manner, last
for us, and which had their trainer
Saturday night, the football team.
tnd coach playing with them. The
The banquet was given at Palmetto
;rounds were of clay, and the mud Hall, and all who were so fortunate
yas of the affectionate kind that as to be present pronounced it the
jlings in acres, consequently our most delightful affair of the kind
•unners were somewhat handi- ever given in Sewanee. The men
capped. Our team made two touch- all being in training, left early, after
lowns and one goal, and were con- giving the football yell and three
tent to stand up and fall down for ^cheers for the ladies.

twenty-yard line and roll them over
to score a touch-down. This, in
some measure, accounts for both
teams scoring so many points. .
Sewanee had the ball, and opened
the game with a Cornell rush, which
carried the "man of destiny" twentyfi^e yards. Shepherd then bucked
tltie center for ten yards. Zorn took
tlie ball around the end for a tenyirds' gain, then Cleveland went
I tlirough the center for a touchdown. Shepherd kicked a magnificent goal, making the score 6 to 0
ii less than two minutes.
Snap, quickness and team work
on both sided made the game very
interesting to spectators, aside from
the slugging which was indulged in,
y Inch kept the crowd in a continual
;uate of ferment.
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SINCE the removal of the proctor's
training for the coming event.
The "Bustler"' of Vanderbilt is office from convocation it is hoped
PUBLISHED r EVERY ••• THURSDAY'.
inclined to think that the TIMES that some action will be taken in
was " a little previous " in asserting regard to improving the -library.
Subscription price for the rest of this
The present location is a very deSewanee's claim to the championyear "will be seventy-five cents (75) cash
in advance.
sirable
one, but the mysterious way
ship of Tennessee.
All subscriptions must be sent to
in
which
the majority of the books
This advice may possibly have an
OHAS. M. TOBIN, Sewanee, Tenn.
have
been
removed and secretlyTo insure publication all coinmunica-.
element of truth in it, but from a
tions should be accompanied by the full
placed
in
some
upper chamber in
brief survey of Vanderbilt's record
name and address of the writer, and
THE abominable " gag " is the pest during the season we feel confident Breslin Tower passes beyond commust be received not later than Saturday.
Address all matter intended for pub- of the day.
prehension. Out of a library of
of a triumphant victory over her.
lication to the Editor-in-chief. All busiOn all sides one is confronted with
ness communications should be sent to
It is due our esteemed friends, twenty-five thousand volumes there
the business manager.
the patronizing and' interrogating however, to say that they play a is only a meager remnant left which
We can not guarantee the return of "gagger."
strictly scientific game, and one free is accessible.
rejected manuscript.
Exchanges must be addressed to S. The appearance, on the mountain, from the cowardly brutalities which
A good library would exert a wonBUEFOKD, Jr. ; Sewanee, Tenn.
of this rather contemptible person- are so frequently indulged in by derful influence in the intellectual
age is to be regretted. He has other colleges.
advancement of the students.
BOARD OF EDITORS.
JOHN YOUNG GARLINGTON, S. C., Editor-in-chief.
proven himself an unrelenting foe
«-«>-»
HENRY W. GKADT, Ga.., Managing Editor.
THE editors have been successful
to truth and the perpetrator of in- THE success of the TIMES has been
CHAS. M. TOUIN, Tex., Business Manager.
8. BCBFOKD, J R . , N. Y.
in
securing an elegant and spacious
explicable deeds.
LOUIS TUCKER, A.M., Ala.
something phenomenal. Never be- sanctum, which also possesses the
Nothing is free from the assaults fore in the history of Sewanee has
S= C. BBCKWITH, General Soliciting agent and
Treasurer.
of
his unfounded and vile misrepre- a journal so rapidly sprung into ac- additional virtue of a conspicuous
(Entered at the Post Office at Nashville, Tenn., as
and convenient location.
second-class mail matter.)
sentations and in his eagerness to tive existence.
The TIMES is greatly indebted to
delude innocent humanity he de- The enterprise has proven a won$5.OO.
fames the sacred institutions of derful success and with the lapse of the vice-chancellor for its present
truth.
time will stand conspicuous in the comfortable quarters.
See If You Can't Win It.
In the acquisition of a sanctum a
During the past few days, espe- affairs of the university.
feeling
of permanence is added
cially,
he
has
proven
himself
an
obThese are unmistakable facts
Everybody interested in football
which,
hitherto,
did not exist.
noxious
character,
but
with
the
genwhich the TIMES is proud to record.
has guessed at the score in every
We
wish
to
indelibly
impress upon
The liberal support and encourgame our team has played this year, eral condemnation of public sentithe
minds
of
everyone
that the sucand will guess at every coming ment he can not continue to thrive agement which the paper has re- cess of the paper is already assured
in these ethereal regions.
ceived from the hands of the stuscore.
dents is a source of deep gratitude and that in the future the TIMES
Now try your judgment on the
THE comfortable and elegant lec- to the editors. Without this re- bulletin will furnish all the local
score between Sewanee and Vanderture rooms of the Walsl/ Memorial sponsive feeling and action, on the news of the day.
bilt next Saturday.
. • - —
afford a luxury of ease which the
THKOUGH the kindness of Mr.
If you do n't know anything about professors and students alike have part of the students, the TIMES
football try your luck and you may lived in anticipation of ..since, $Lg, would prove a weak and insignifi- Tucke, editor-in-chief of the Maga^
cant venture* »
1
zine, we are enabled to publish the
hit it better than some of our great building"was first commenced.
The
power
and
influence
of
the
three following epigrams. They are
athletic criterions who know it all.
The opening ceremonies on No- paper depends, in a large measure, extracts from an article now in
We will give to the person who vember 1 were beautiful and im- on the support which it receives
preparation for the next issue of the
guesses nearest the score a five pressive and mark an epoch in the from the students.
Magazine.
(5) dollar gold piece and it will only history of the university.
We want everyone in Sewanee to
We take occasion here to say just
cost you five cents to guess.
It is, probably, the best equipped feel that they have a personal interThe following rules govern the building of the kind in the South est in this undertaking and that in a word for the above named publicontest, they iare few and simple. and is the munificent gift of a gen-! promoting it they are advancing the cation. We believe it has done as
much or more for Sewanee than any
Read them over so you will not erous Louisianian.
cause of the university.
one institution. The idea seems to
make any mistake.
Long may the memory of this
It is a deplorable fact that the be abroad now that it is in its last
Fill;; out [the following blank as magnanimous man dwell in tie minds of some of the leading men
you think the score will be. Putting minds and hearts of those connected of the Episcopal church are so days and that when^this term closes
it will be laid quietly to rest. This
the number of points you think with the institution.
clouded by prejudices that their must not be. There are good men
each college! will make in their reTHE first issue of the Sewanee Rz • usefulness in the cause of Christian in the university who can and will
spective places. Put your name
view
is on our table and we con-education is almost totally destroyed. endeavor to keep it up to its high
and address ini plain letters on the
gratulate
the faculty on the success In their ignorance they seem to standard. All they need is encourlines fixed for them.
think that Sewanee is the inculcator agement, and they will get it next
of their enterprise.
Cut the ticket out and place it in
The advent of the Review will bs of all that is pompous and vicious, year. But to go back to the epian envelope with afivecents piece,
hailed with delight throughout th* and that we are on the border-land grams :
or five cents in stamps. The enof heresy and Catholicism. This is
entire country.
There was a young squab named Eddie,
velopes must be sealed and either
It is a new and unique departure1] a s a d commentary on the intelli- Whose gown it went straight to his
dropped in the mail box in the in Southern journalism and ^ilW gence and refinement of the church.
headie;
j
SEWANEE TIMES office or handed to
He wore it around
Sh men as these need a stimulus
prove a potent factor in stimulating jjSuch
And wore it down town,
some member of our staff.
And some say he wore it to beddie.
literary and scientific investigation to arouse them from their inertia.
»
*
»
* "
is
Every guess must be handed in
The TIMES will endeavor to enin the South. It is hoped that the
When the preacher had preached half
before 10 o'clock Friday night.
Review is the precursor of the great lighten people of this type by poran hour,
No attention whatever will be intellectual achievements which traying the spirit and mission of the The boys squirmed with all of their
power;
paid to any guess that does not ex- await Southern writers.
university. It will strive to mirror
Then he looked down the aisle
actly comply with the above retto the outside world the beauty and
And looked up with a smile,
quirements.
ALL interest seems to be centered purity of Sewanee life.
And went on for the rest of the hour.
Now fill this blank out and try to in the approaching game with Van- It is the duty of every enthusiastic
get a bright five dollar gold piece.
derbilt, and judging from the pres- and cultivated Episcopalian who There was a Sewanee footballist,
Sewanee
ent indications it will be one of the wishes to keep abreast with* the Who at slugging was thought quite a
maulist;
Vanderbilt
most intensely exciting contests of p r o g r e s 8 o f the* university and the
He hit men in the jaw,
Name
- — , the season.
church at large to support and enWhich the umpire saw,
Address
And, "Kuledoff" was called by the callist.
Both teams are assiduously at work courage the TIMES.

ieooctnee

In case several people should
make the same guess that should
come nearest the score, the winner
will be decided by casting lots in
some way to be decided by the editors. Extra copies of this issue may
be had for half price at the TIMES
office.
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EXCHANGES-

in alluding to Cleveland, " The man faculty together to build large and
well the University of the future.
The following thirteen men are at of destiny."
The choir sang the doxology, and
A
sharp
volley
of
artillery
one
Yale's special training table and
the
ceremony was over. After the
day
last
week
startled
many
on
the
from them will be chosen the final
departure
of the professors the
mountain
from
their
nocturnal
rest,
eleven ; Hinkey, left end; Winter,
students
held
a meeting in which it
and
those
old
enough
to
remember
left tackle; Sanford, left guard;
was
agreed
that
every man present
recalled
similar
disturbances
during
Stallman, center; Hickox and Mcpledged
himself
to
mention any dethe
War
and
their
martial
spirits
Crea, right guard; Wallis, right
facement
of
the
new
building—such
were
stirred
within
them.
But
the
tackle; Greenway and Cox, right
as
cutting
of
seats,
writing
on walls,
student
slunk
deeper
beneath
the
end; Captain McCormick, quarter
etc.—to
a
committee
of
the
student,
bed-clothes
lest
perchance
a
stray
back; Bliss and Graves, half backs
who
were
given
full
power
to
act in Keep a full line of Patent Medibullet
should
wander
his
way,
and
and Butterworth, full back.
mumbled forth prayers in inch quick such matters. Mr. Tobin was apcines, Soaps, Perfumes, StationThe largest football scores on
ery, Cigars, Candies, and
succession that the reporter for the pointed chairman of the committee.
record were made: By Harvard
Tennis Supplies.
TIMES was unable to record them in It is the sense of the students that
against Exeter in '86, 123-0; by
SEWANEE,
- -. TENN.
shorthand. What was it ? Only a defacement of the building must be
Yale against Wesleyan in '86,136-0;
crowd of drunken " covites " riding severely discouraged.
and by Princeton in the game
Hulbert Bros. & Co.
peli mell up the street celebrating a
against Lafayette in '84,140-0.
new consignment of whisky to an
ATHLETIC GOODS, FOOTBALLS,
SOCIETY GOSSIP.
Yale in the seven years has played importer down town. Bullets and
OUTFITS, ETC.
—Mrs. W. L. Nichol came up last
seventy-eight games of football, in drinks do not mix well together for
NEW
YORK,
- . N. Y.
which she has scored 3,863 points to the safety of any one. This reckless Friday for a few days, to the delight
:
of
her
many
friends
in
Sewanee.
her opponents' 88.
disregard of all law and order on the
Princeton has adopted a score- part of these people is becoming Mr. Nichol spent last Sunday with
card for football with the follow- dangerous and it is time that the pro- us, shaking hands with his old
THE STUDENTS' FKIEND,
ing details; runs, times gained, times per authorities were taking some ac- friends.
BECEIVES
—Society was enlivened last Monlost, yards gained, yards lost, tack- action to prevent such disorderly
les, falls on balls, fumbles, punts, scenes as constantly happen on the day night by a junior german, led by
punts blocked, punts caught. These high road. A •' covite " per se is of- Mr. Grady and Miss Meta Elliott.
AND KEEPS BEGULAELY
embrace nearly all the heads and ffensive enough, but with the rein- The german was large for this time
give a complete record of each in- forcement of weapons and whisky he of the year and all present seemed
Cigars, Tobacco, Cakes, & Candies.
to have a most enjoyable time.
dividual player in a game.
is more dangerous than a Fiji Is—Society was decidedly dull durThe TIMES welcomes to its ex- lander. It is a disgrace to the uniSEWANEE,
TENN.
change table its first exchange " Sil- versity that this drunken gang is not ing the absence of the football team.
—Miss Tucker entertained in a
ver and Gold " University of Color- broken up.
THE SEWANEE TIMES,
delightful manner a small party last
ado, at Boulder, Col.
PUBLISJIED EVERY WEDNESDAY.
At Cornell 512 students receive OFF WITH THE OLD AND ONweek. Progressive euchre was indulged in to the pleasure of all.
free tuition each year.
10 Cents per Week or 75 Cents for
WITH THE NEW.
—A unique and pleasant enterTwenty-seven students were rethe balance of Trinity Term, 1892.
cently expelled from De Pauw Uai- Walsh Memorial Formally Opened. tainment in the form of a Hallowe'en party was given last week by
versity for playing billiards.
At the end of morning chapel Mr. and Mrs. Howe.
In the University of Michigan
Everybody should subscribe for
a procession was formed of choir,
—Miss Queenie Woods left last the paper Students and Residents alike.
there are 530 women.
professors and gownsmen walking Monday for Nashville, to the sorrow
' Tis a proverb old,
two and two, and completed by a of her many friends.
That " haste makes waste; "
straggling mob of juniors. March—Mr. Everman, of the " VarBut a new one's told;
ing to the new building and tramp- sity," leaves in a few days for Tulane
'Tis " laced makes waist."
ing up many pairs of stairs the pro- University, where he goes to com" Non paratus," dixit Freshie,
cession ranged itself around the plete his course in medicine.
Cum a sad and doleful look ;
walls of the huge assembly room just
" Omne rectum," Prof, respondit,
Et " nihil" ecripsit in his book. under the roof, while Dr. Gailor
— Trinity Review.
read a prayer of thanksgiving and
The University of Chicago opened the choir sang a hymn very badly. TUTOR LICENTIATE IN ENGLISH,
its first year, Oct. 1, with an enroll- Then Dr. Gailor read another prayWISHES TWO MOKE MEN IN
er -for the benefactors of the Uniment of 727 students.
The entire plan of this university versity, and addressed the students
ENGLISH CLASS.
is so entirely different from that of and faculty.
, East, South, West
any other American college that its
He spoke of the giver of Saint
TERMS : $S.OO PLR »!ONTH
progress will be .observed with great Luke's Hall, of Mr. Trewlett, of Mr.
interest throughout the country. Thompson, the man by whose exerThe session will continue through tions Science Hall was obtained, of
THE BEST.
the entire year, the calendar being Dr. Hodgson, giver of the Library,
divided into four quarters of twelve of the generosity of those by whom
Atlanta, Ga.
weeks each. The student is allowed Convocation Hall and Breslyn tower
Buffet, parlor, 9 Sleeping <$ar5,
to take his vacation during any were given, and lastly of Colonel
time of the year, the only provision Walsh. He then spoke of those
Luxury, Comfort, Convenience combined.
being that he shall attend at least other builders of the University
By this line you secure the Maxithree of the quarters.
whose work is not of stone—the
mum of Speed, Safety, Comfort,
satisfaction,
at the minimum of Exfounders
and
planners,
and
those
Knoxville evidently has the greatpense, anxiety, bother, fatigue.
est respect for the herculean strength half-forgotten, early students who
of Captain Shepherd as the Tribune determined the tone of the place ;
Be sure to buy your tickets over the
of that place in describing the game he spoke of the vulgarity of selfish
N.( C. & ST. L,. RY.
always said, " Then the mighty and the nobility of generous wealth ; Special arrangement made for sup- J. W. THOMAS, GEN. SUPT.
Shepherd bucked the center; " and and lastly he called on students and
plying students.
W. L. DANLEY, G. P. & T. A.
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to hold over till 1893. It is hoped
WANAMAKEB & BROWN,
that
such
an
omission
will
never
PHILRDELPHIK,
The alumni association is a great
again
occur.
It
would
be
well
to
factor in the development of the
University, but there is no reason give a similar notice of every annuwhy it should not become even more - al meeting and in this way secure a
Keep everything the gentleman wears, from socks to collars.
so. We need more method, we need larger attendance of the alumni.
to perfect our organization. In 1891 As the year 1893 is the twenty-fifth This year's stock of clothing and overcoat supplies is without
our annual meeting was held in year since the formal opening of the
parallel in any institution in the United States.
Forensic Hall, a place not conducive University—in fact our jubilee year
—every
alumnus
should
find
his
way
to privacy, which is so essential to
CHAS. M. TOBIN, Agent,
Sewanee, Tennessee.
efficiency. According to the con- to Sewanee and join in the comstitution the first meeting should memoration of this event. We will
have been held on the Saturday be able to meet in the spacious aspreceding Commencement Day, 9 sembly room of the Walsh Memo- pHDICHLt DBPH^TJVIHflT of t h e U^lVE^SITY of theSOUTfi.
o'clock in the morning, but on the rial Hall and find here once for all
A SPRING AND SUMMER SCHOOL.
following Monday we werefirstas- a local habitation. Rt. Rev. Davis
sembled. The subsequent meetings Sessums, D.D., of Louisiana, is the
were " called-meetings," and the no- orator for the occasion, and Rev.
School of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and Dermatology.
tices were given without that regu- Van Winder Shields, of Florida,
HENRY WILLIAM BLANC, B.S., M.D., Professor.
larity which was essential to a prop- the poet. A committee has been
Schools of Principles and Practice of Medicine, and General Pathology.
er attendance. The alumni editor appointed to prepare a history of the
JOHN S. CAIN, M.D., Professor.
University
for
these
twenty-five
was instructed to print the proceedyears
of
its
existence,
and
the
same
School of Principles and Practice of Surgery.
ings of the meetings, but after exJ. E. BUIST, M.D., Professor.
amination declined the task. In committee could more profitably unfact sins of omission and commission dertake a suitable provision for the
School of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy, and Microscopy.
next twenty-five years. It is proHUGH E. MILLEE, M.D., Professor.
were most glaring.
posed to inaugurate the bond scheme
The annual meeting of 1892 was of endowment, which was discussed
School of Gynecology and Obstetrics.
JOHN A. WITHEESPOON, M.D., Professor.
an improvement; and great interest in the first issue of this paper. The
was manifested in all that was done. historiographer is also preparing a
School of General Chemistry.
A hew constitution was adopted and sketch of the lives of all titled
CAMEEON PIGGOT, M.D., Professor.
officers were elected for three years. alumni and such untitled alumni as
School of Physiology and Diseases of the Eye, Ear, and Throat.
Eev. J. A. Van Hoose, B.Lt., of have been prominent in advancing
T. HILLIAED WOOD, M.D., Professor.
Birmingham, Ala., was re-elected the interests of their alma mater.
School of Botany.
president. Three trustees should
GEN. E. KIBBY SMITH, Acting Professor.
have been elected at this meeting,
NOTICE.
but it was found that the secretary
JAMES W. HANDLY, M.D.,
All
persons
wishing to go to Nashhad failed to give notice thirty days j
Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases.
prior to the date of said election, as ville next Saturday with the "ttSam
L. P. BARBOUE, M.D.,
should apply at once to C. M. Tobin
required by the constitution, and of the TIMES in regard to securing
Professor of DiseasestofChildren.
the former trustees were requested rates and tickets.
CAMEEON PIGGOT, M.D.,
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

Gent's - Furnishers,

SEWANEE JVIEDlCAIl COliliEGE,

Demonstrator of Anatomy.

" NASHVILLE'S HATTER.'

Next Session opens March i5th, 1893.

CUilllam Blanc, JVLD., Dean Oledieal Faeulty,

ux, s.

Secuanee, Tennessee.
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The Best and Most Complete Line in the South.

DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY WOOLEN UNDERWEAR.
NECKWEAR, GLOVES, WALKING CANES. 224 NORTH CHERRY STREET,
[NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.

SEWANEE RESIDENTS WILL PLEASE SEND FOR
CATALOGUE BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE.
JVL TOBl^i, Agent, Setaanee, Tennessee.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

UNIVERSITY OF TH6 SOUTH,
SEWANEE, TENNESSEE.
On a Cumberland Plateau 2,250 feet above the level of the Sea. Halfway between Nashville and Chattanooga.
Full Courses of Study leading up to Literary, Classical, Scientific, Medical, Law, and Theological Degrees.
A SPECIAL

BUSINESS

COURSE PROVIDED

Terms begin August 8th, and March 17th, respectively.

IN FINANCE AND ECONOMY.

For information address
REV. THOS. F. GAILOR, M.A., S.T.D., Vice-chancellor.

OUR

